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a story about a young girl of 17 her innocence and her leap into maturity by extremely painful
circumstances you will experience through the eyes of a young wife and mother the wonder beauty
and culture of a faraway exotic location the happiness and wonder she experienced while
discovering what she believed to be true love and all the agony of betrayal by the one person she
trusted the most redemption comes soon enough after having her young son taken away as a toddler
devastating pain brings her to a depression so deep that it takes years to recover her strength
of will is put through a test when the case crosses over the court systems from two countries the
united states and greece during this time she digs deep for strength she never imagined she had
to help her during her struggle to be reunited with him twelve and a half grueling years later
she is finally able to hug her son who is no longer a little boy but a young man searching for
answers about the mother he was told was dead sometimes a writer so perfectly captures the
reality of our lives that we are given a new way of seeing ourselves mary morris has accomplished
this in a mother s love a novel about the solitary moral courage of a woman raising a child alone
ivy slovak is a jewelry designer and artist whose days are absorbed by the struggle to make an
unreliable paycheck cover the needs of her infant son and whose nights are broken by the demands
of her newborn child eager to rejoin the world she sees outside her window ivy is haunted by the
memory of her mother who abandoned he when she was seven years old she recalls the years spent
with her loving but itinerant father wandering the desert hoping somehow to find the troubled
beautiful woman who had left them both moving seamlessly between ivy s colorful past in the
gambling towns of the southwest and her difficult present in new york city mary morris ponders
through ivy how we learn to be mothers and illustrates the resilience of all both men and women
who raise children either on their own or with a mate with quiet eloquence and deep compassion a
mother s love speaks directly to our hearts at the same time it takes a serious look at the
complex fabric of the american family and returns mary morris to her deserved place as one of the
foremost chroniclers of the secrets and strengths of the human spirit college student amber
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swansen gives birth alone in desperation she abandons the newborn buries her secret and attempts
to get on with her life no matter how far she runs she can t escape the guilt years later and
still haunted by her past amber meets beth dilinger friendship blossoms between the two women but
beth s son is a constant painful reminder to amber of the child she abandoned when heartache hits
causing amber to grapple with the answers to life s deeper questions beth stands by her side yet
just when peace seems to be within amber s grasp the truth of her past and the parentage of beth
s son comes to light and threatens to shatter not only their worlds but the life of the teenager
they both love and you think your mom is too involved meet the mother of all mothers adam chester
is the son of a very loving mom who for almost 30 years has peppered his life with unsolicited
advice news updates and opinions in the form of thousands of inappropriate embarrassing and
utterly crazy letters s mother is a hilarious memoir based on this correspondence showing the
pathological extremes maternal instincts can take why is a grown woman so frantic that her adult
son screw on his windows to keep out killer bees and are adult trick or treaters really that much
of a threat adam saved his mom s letters as proof this all happened and reproduces many of them
in the book and now with time perspective and plenty of therapy he acknowledges and accepts the
comedy of it all and is proud to share his story with you if for no other reason than to make you
feel better about your own mother praise for s mother when your mother continues to advise you on
everything under the sun and then some more than thirty years after you ve flown the proverbial
coop you re gonna feel a bit smothered when the advice comes in the form of letters that at best
are embarrassing and at worst downright insane well you ve either gotta capitalize on it or go
insane yourself thankfully the miami beach born adam chester chose the former and his book s
mother abrams image is a most peculiarly endearing way to celebrate mother s day nbc miami
welcome to a work of history unlike any other mothering is as old as human existence but how has
this most essential experience changed over time and cultures what is the history of maternity
the history of pregnancy birth the encounter with an infant can one capture the historical trail
of mothers how in mother is a verb the historian sarah knott creates a genre all her own in order
to craft a new kind of historical interpretation blending memoir and history and building from
anecdote her book brings the past and the present viscerally alive it is at once intimate and
expansive lyrical and precise as a history mother is a verb draws on the terrain of britain and
north america from the seventeenth century to the close of the twentieth knott searches among a
range of past societies from those of cree and ojibwe women to tenant farmers in appalachia from
enslaved people on south carolina rice plantations to tenement dwellers in new york city and
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london s east end she pores over diaries letters court records medical manuals items of clothing
and she explores and documents her own experiences as a memoir mother is a verb becomes a method
of asking new questions and probing lost pasts in order to historicize the smallest even the most
mundane of human experiences is there a history to interruption to the sound of an infant s cry
to sleeplessness knott finds answers not through the telling of grand narratives but through the
painstaking accumulation of a trellis of anecdotes and all the while we can feel the child on her
hip using printed and manuscript texts composed between 1575 and 1672 jennifer heller defines the
genre of the mother s legacy as a distinct branch of the advice tradition in early modern england
that takes the form of a dying mother s pious counsel to her children reading these texts in
light of specific cultural contexts social trends and historical events heller explores how
legacy writers used the genre to secure personal and family status to shape their children s
beliefs and behaviors and to intervene in the period s tumultuous religious and political debates
the author s attention to the fine details of the period s religious and political swings drawn
from sources such as royal proclamations sermons and first hand accounts of book burnings creates
a fuller context for her analysis of the legacies similarly heller explains the appeal of the
genre by connecting it to social factors including mortality rates and inheritance practices
analyses of related genres such as conduct books and fathers legacies highlight the unique
features and functions of mothers legacies heller also attends to the personal side of the genre
demonstrating that a writer s education marriages children and turns of fortune affect her work
within the genre mary higgins clark amy tan joyce carol oates and maya angelou are among the
gifted writers who share their personal reflections on mother in this exceptiolnal collection of
fiction essays and poetry from a woman s choice to become a mother to the inner workings of a
mother s relationship with her children the full cycle of motherhood is brought to life in these
touching works this is a story of an ordinary family living an ordinary life when suddenly one
summer a beautiful little girl appears on their doorstep a beautiful little girl who as it turns
out nobody wants it is the story of what happens when this ordinary family decides to do
something about the situation it is the story of a five year human drama full of shock outrage
turmoil anxiety heartbreak and above all the enduring power of love a searing novel told in
letter form that explores the south african legacy of apartheid through the lens of a woman whose
black son has just murdered a white woman mother to mother is a novel with depth at once an
emotional plea for compassion and understanding and a sharp look at the impacts of colonialism
and apartheid on south african families inspired by the true story of fulbright scholar amy biehl
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s murder the book takes the form of a letter to the victim s mother the murderer s mother mandisa
speaks of a life marked by oppression and injustice through her writing mandisa reveals a
colonized society that not only allowed but perpetuated violence against women and impoverished
black south africans under the reign of apartheid this book is not an apology for the murder but
rather something more it seeks to connect through empathy and storytelling one pained mother with
another who is grief stricken and in mourning a beautifully written exploration of the society
that bred such violence mother to mother will resonate with readers interested in understanding
and ending racial injustice as well as the lasting colonial foundations of oppression how does
feminism relate to motherhood how has it changed over time and what does the future of motherhood
and feminism look like these are just some of the questions amber e kinser phd tackles in this
latest addition to the seal studies series motherhood and feminism examines the role of feminism
within motherhood a topic that has garnered a lot of attention lately as society shifts to adapt
to new definitions of these roles and offers insight into the core questions of motherhood what
it means to be a good mother what role mothers play in the family and in society and how
motherhood has been redefined throughout time kinser also speculates on the future directions of
feminism focusing on the expansion of contemporary mother activism that has occurred in the last
15 years and emphasizing the need for that expansion to continue and examines how the changing
world of motherhood fits into feminist activism in her acclaimed new york times bestseller
motherless daughters hope edelman explored the profound and lasting effects of mother loss as
well as her own search for healing now in her compelling new work edelman explores another
complex life changing relationship the intricate bond between generations drawing from her own
experience and the recollections of over seventy other granddaughters edelman explores the three
generation triangle from which women develop their female identities the grandmother mother
daughter relationship with eloquent personal testimony she demonstrates the vital roles
grandmothers have played in their granddaughters lives as a source of unconditional love family
values and traditions and backup parent the ultimate safety net here are grandmothers in all
their glory the benevolent manipulator whose love for her family is matched only by her desire
for control the gentle giant awesome respected who possesses a quiet behind the scenes power the
autocrat who rules her extended family like a despot the kinkeeper the family hub who offers a
sense of cohesion to the extended clan with insight and compassion edelman probes this unique and
emotionally charged relationship in a book that is a true celebration of an extraordinary bond
and a must read for every woman a child is gravely ill and his mother has already spent three
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nights at his bedside then a strange man knocks on the door and she bids him enter to shelter
from the cold but it was death himself at the door and he made the most of the mother falling
asleep to steal her son so she decided to go after him hans christian andersen 1805 1875 was a
danish author poet and artist celebrated for children s literature his most cherished fairy tales
include the emperor s new clothes the little mermaid the nightingale the steadfast tin soldier
the snow queen the ugly duckling and the little match girl his books have been translated into
every living language and today there is no child or adult that has not met andersen s whimsical
characters his fairy tales have been adapted to stage and screen countless times most notably by
disney with the animated films the little mermaid in 1989 and frozen which is loosely based on
the snow queen in 2013 thanks to andersen s contribution to children s literature his birth date
april 2 is celebrated as international children s book day a mother struggles with the aftermath
of a criminal accusation against her teenage son the magazine that helps career moms balance
their personal and professional lives mama didn t raise this woman is the story of a girl finding
her way throughout various stages of her life with an emotionally and physically absent mother in
a time when the absentee father epidemic served as the blame for society s woes naja consistently
wondered why she felt rejected considering she was not among the popular statistic as she aged
naja learned more about why her mother could not love her as she needed yet she never resolved
why she was required to do without the one person she believed could redeem her after years of
questioning her place in a world where her own mother rejected her naja learns that her testimony
will help other motherless children navigate through life knowing that they do indeed belong the
magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives one of the best
books of the year elle harper s bazaar vulture this uncompromising look at the immigrant
experience and the depravity of one man is an electrifying page turner rooted in a magical
reality impossible to stop reading vulture when lucien flees haiti with his wife marie ange and
their three children to new york city s south ozone park he does so hoping for reinvention wealth
and comfort he buys a run down house in a quickly changing community and begins life anew lucien
and marie ange call their home la kay my mother s house and it becomes a place where their fellow
immigrants can find peace a good meal and necessary legal help but as a severely emotionally
damaged man emigrating from a country whose evils he knows to one whose evils he doesn t lucien
soon falls into his worst habits and impulses with la kay as the backdrop for his lasciviousness
what he can t begin to fathom is that the house is watching passing judgment and deciding to put
an end to all the sins it has been made to hold but only after it has set itself aflame will
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frightened whispers reveal lucien s ultimate evil the word mother conjures up images of love
caring and giving she s the center of the family a cherished role model for us all now three
gifted arabesque authors francine craft bette ford and mildred e riley show us the power of a
mother s love and a mother in love in three stories to lift the heart and thrill the soul this is
the story of a journey to southern california home of the american dream in search of fame and
fortune an australian couple of mixed german chinese origin with their six year old son
maximilian leave their settled life in sydney to move to california the boy s mandarin name is
xiaolong meaning little dragon and the dream of his mother is that he will one day become the
number one golf player in the world she has contacted tiger woods first professional coach who is
supposed to take the boy under his wings and she is determined to make her dream come true the
book follows maximilian s exposure to playing junior gold the highlights and pitfalls along with
the emotional ups and downs of children involved in competitive sport and their parents sometimes
conflicting and contradictory expectations culminating in an account of maximilian competing at
the junior world championship in san diego but the dragon mother s dream is more than a book
about golf part travelogue and part parenting memoir it is a journal about living in one of the
most privileged places in california it documents the everyday realities and idiosyncracies of
the contemporary american way of life recorded with great precision and attention to detail by an
australian writer of european roots and sometimes satirical often ironic sensibilities at the end
of the book the mother s dream takes an unexpected twist the magazine that helps career moms
balance their personal and professional lives when star of bravo s the real housewives of potomac
dr wendy osefo was growing up her mother was her everything but when she became a mother herself
everything changed in this exquisitely drawn portrait of the intense bond that only a mother can
have with a daughter katie haufner author of mother daughter me wendy explores how her nigerian
upbringing has affected her life her success and her role as a parent wendy osefo s mother iyom
susan okuzu arrived in the united states from nigeria with two things a single suitcase and the
fierce determination to make a better life for herself and her future family and she succeeded
starting out working in a fast food restaurant and ultimately becoming the director of nursing at
a major metropolitan hospital while susan may have taken pride in triumphing over every financial
and emotional challenge in nigerian culture a parent is only as successful as his or her children
and so her daughter with gratitude and appreciation for her mother s sacrifices worked hard to
meet every demand susan made of her with four advanced degrees and a position at johns hopkins
university as a professor as well as being a highly sought after political commentator a
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cherished wife and a loving mother of three dr wendy has given her mother bragging rights for
life but at what cost to herself in tears of my mother the star of the real housewives of potomac
describes growing up as a first generation american balancing two distinct cultures and she takes
a critical look at the paradox of her mother s parenting approval conditioned by achievement as a
teenager wendy struggled to carve out her own identity while still walking the narrow path of her
mother s expectations unwavering family loyalty and obedience gave wendy the road map to making
it in america but it also drove a wedge between mother and daughter never more so than when she
began to build her own family a love letter to dr osefo s mother and first generation immigrants
all across america library journal this book is for anyone who has faced conflict in the mother
daughter relationship or wondered how much of their own upbringing they want to pass on to the
next generation a pathological liar a murder a child rad a ghosting a psychopath murdered his
young wife to avoid the mess of a divorce to make a clean break he left a child in the wake
broken and in danger of violence at the hands of those who believed the lies of the boy s
narcissistic father miles away in alaska a young lawyer adopted her second child with her new
husband their son sam was the three year old child of that murderer of mexican american descent
and an unsuspecting japanese mistress he desperately needed a new family far away from the lurid
scandal that was rocking the state of new mexico over the next fifteen years sam s thirteenth
mother slowly frighteningly came to realize the damage sam s first three years caused him at
eighteen years of age he walked out he walked away from his younger brother who adored him from
his sister who antagonized him from his mother who desperately loved him mommy no 13 explores the
development of sam s childhood in the last frontier and of his decision to leave it all behind
the international bestseller beautifully penned story on the harshness of life and how hope
survives sun absorbing marsh writes with a novelistic flair daily mail from the grimy streets of
acton and notting hill to the bright lights of the west end sunday times bestselling author beezy
marsh s all my mother s secrets is a powerful uplifting story of a young woman s struggle to come
to terms with her family s tragic past annie austin s childhood ends at the age of twelve when
she joins her mother in one of the slum laundries of acton working long hours for little pay what
spare time she has is spent looking after her younger brother george and her two stepsisters
under the glowering eye of her stepfather bill in london between the wars a girl like annie has
few choices in life but a powerful secret will change her destiny all annie knows about her real
father is that he died in the great war and as the years pass she is haunted by the pain of
losing him her downtrodden mother won t tell her more and annie s attempts to uncover the truth
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threaten to destroy her family distraught she runs away to covent garden but can she survive on
her own and find the love which has eluded her so far motherhood is full of uncertainty what do
my children really need why are they doing that is this normal what can i do to help them how can
i know for certain that i am doing this right the logistics are easy anybody can do laundry and
carpool but what makes a mother the best mom she can be it s not better scheduling or more
activities or less it is passion the passion to teach protect study and prepare her children for
the future great but how susan merrill the mother of five incredibly different children has asked
that question countless times and she has read countless answers specific to a certain child s
temperament age or situation but nothing she read offered an overall approach to parenting that
would enable her to say with confidence i am doing this right she never guessed she would find a
foundational plan a reliable universal parenting approach in the old testament book of nehemiah
in the passionate mom susan takes you on a journey through nehemiah and into the heart of
parenting her stories and confessions in every chapter reveal what she has learned no mom can
control her child s future but every mom can parent well there is a plan a roadmap for how a
passionate mom can parent almost any child confidently this book reaches mothers like me at both
the heart level and the head level showing us how to guide our children passionately and
practically shaunti feldhahn social researcher national speaker and best selling author of for
women only being a mother is the greatest joy of my life my friend susan merrill regularly
inspires me in my role as a mother in her book she will inspire you denise jonas mother of kevin
joe nick and frankie jonas every mother s goal is to see her children fully blossom in the
passionate mom susan merrill not only outlines the qualities women need to be successful moms but
also lays out a practical biblical plan to help develop those qualities she provides sound advice
to help in the difficult task of raising children lauren and tony dungy new york times bestseller
a moving memoir about the legendary author s relationship with her own mother emma watson s our
shared shelf book club pick the story of maya angelou s extraordinary life has been chronicled in
her multiple bestselling autobiographies but now at last the legendary author shares the deepest
personal story of her life her relationship with her mother for the first time angelou reveals
the triumphs and struggles of being the daughter of vivian baxter an indomitable spirit whose
petite size belied her larger than life presence a presence absent during much of angelou s early
life when her marriage began to crumble vivian famously sent three year old maya and her older
brother away from their california home to live with their grandmother in stamps arkansas the
subsequent feelings of abandonment stayed with angelou for years but their reunion a decade later
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began a story that has never before been told in mom me mom angelou dramatizes her years
reconciling with the mother she preferred to simply call lady revealing the profound moments that
shifted the balance of love and respect between them delving into one of her life s most rich
rewarding and fraught relationships mom me mom explores the healing and love that evolved between
the two women over the course of their lives the love that fostered maya angelou s rise from
immeasurable depths to reach impossible heights praise for mom me mom mom me mom is delivered
with angelou s trademark good humor and fierce optimism if any resentments linger between these
lines if lives are partially revealed without all the bitter details exposed well that is part of
angelou s forgiving design as an account of reconciliation this little book is just revealing
enough and pretty irresistible the washington post moving a remarkable portrait of two courageous
souls people the latest and most potent of her serial autobiographies a tough minded
tenderhearted addition to angelou s spectacular canon elle mesmerizing angelou has a way with
words that can still dazzle us and with her mother as a subject angelou has a near perfect muse
and mystery woman essence mother wit by malaika b horne phd this book describes in a vivid and
poignant manner the remarkable ability of a mid twentieth century black woman living under
conditions of apartheid as practiced in the united states to overcome harsh and even grotesque
societal obstacles and succeed in rearing six children that each of them went on to excel in
their chosen fields is worthy of serious contemplation in addition the reader is provided insight
and illumination on still taboo topics such as colorism and intra group violence that engender
and nourish self hate among many in the african american community moreover the author s penchant
for candor is coupled with a constructive theme of hope and faith in the future william m harvey
phd psychologist this is not just an evocative at times heart rending portrait of an african
american mother but as well a colorful depiction of a mississippi cum st louis family grappling
with jim crow in well written prose worthy of a cinema production this book is an instant classic
meriting a place on the top shelf alongside toni morrison alice walker and richard wright gerald
charles horne phd university of houston a moving tribute to a devoted mother whose determination
dedication and strong character allowed her family to breach barriers of race class and economic
want to achieve measurable success dr horne s story of a loving mother with a keen intelligence
who sacrificed all for her children is touching inspiring and above all instructive gwen moore
curator missouri history museum mother wit is a love letter first to horne s visionary mother
flora and then to the story of imperfect people making their way together in an even more
horribly imperfect world this is a story of color of cruelty of family and of coming to
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understand horne has written the kind of family history that tells the reader much more than the
surface of the story the lives of her characters family members across several generations are
built upon the context of racism and all the byproducts thereof reading their stories and seeing
the strength of flora and the children she raised is testament to tenacity and hope faith sandler
executive director scholarship foundation of st louis blessed is the mother who inspires her
children to have aspirations and shows them the necessary steps to take to make those aspirations
a reality malaika b horne writes with a captivating style about such a mother detailing the
complex journey to attain seemingly simple goals with clarity and forthrightness blanche m
touhill phd chancellor emerita university of missouri st louis they say little girls are made of
sugar and spice and everything nice that innocent baby in the cot will one day become a sister a
mother a wife a daughter in law a girl s first and sometimes final teacher is her mother from
first steps to first kiss marriage to motherhood mothers are the coach and counsellor in every
girl s life in this collection curated by veteran editor and writer theresa tan mothers write
letters to their daughters who may one day become mothers themselves at times hilarious mostly
brutally honest these are no holds barred one sided conversations between moms and their girls
values to impart mistakes to learn from wisdom to pass on confessions to make gratitude to
express these letters will make you laugh weep and hug your child includes notes on lipstick and
taking care of your body how to survive marriage and divorce stupid things never to do making
hard decisions living life with passion raising children and caring for aging parents carrying on
family traditions focusing on what truly matters in life contributors include adlena oh wong amy
poon ng choong san cynthia chew dawn lee dawn sim janet goh jennifer heng jenny wee kalthum ahmad
karen tan landy chua moosa loretta urquhart paige parker petrina kow sangeeta mulchand shaan
moledina lim chiong xiao ting lin xiuzhen yen chua and zalina gazali the magazine that helps
career moms balance their personal and professional lives motherhood has changed today social
lifestyle economic shifts have fractured the norms of marriage maternity which governed the lives
of generations of women at the same time mothering itself has become more complex more guilt
ridden more problematic than ever mothers are scapegoats for everything from educational failure
to wider social ills however despite irrevocable changes to the working family lives of millions
of women attitudes have not changed the archetype of the perfect mother permeates every aspect of
family life from the division of labor at home to employment practices family policy the law here
is a new approach to raising children one where the needs of mothers fathers children are not in
conflict a child of the blitz rose s youngest days are shaped by iconic experiences of wartime
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and post war britain evacuation grinding poverty and seemingly endless years of rationing but she
also faces other more unconventional challenges in the form of her eccentric and unpredictable
family as rose enters her teenage years there are other even darker clouds on the horizon her
blossoming body and good looks attract the attention of older men and she is prematurely drawn
into a painful world of sexual betrayal heartache and bureaucratic cruelty as her father is
constantly reminding her no good will ever come of her mother jones is an award winning national
magazine widely respected for its groundbreaking investigative reporting and coverage of
sustainability and environmental issues wrenching in its detail this is a true account of a
mother s life turned upside down when her son is accused of murder and the fatherly abuse that
led up to this tragedy she takes you on her journey through a childhood filled with hardships and
abuse throughout it all you can feel the mother s strength and faith shinning through in the
worst of moments written in a simple way that is true to the authors feelings this is a story
that will captivate you make you laugh cry and while there is no rainbow in the end the message
of faith is worth the experience from the author i pray all who reads my story will love like
never before and appreciate the things that mean the most to you so grab your kids husband or
whatever it is you love and do it in an extra special way from now on and when you do loose all
you had and loved you can say you did all you could and life won t be so hard on you personal
memories of the sort her chatelaine readers adored a remarkable life story seen through the
window of her relationship with her mother every woman s relationship with her mother is special
yet everyone will recognize some parts of another woman s story especially if it is told as
honestly and as sensitively as rona maynard tells it here as a little girl maynard soon came to
see that her family was not an ordinary one her father max was an artist and an alcoholic her
mother was fredelle maynard a brilliant academic who could not get a teaching job because she was
a woman instead she became a writer the author of raisins and almonds and above all a driving
loving ambitious overpowering mother in her shadow and that of younger sister joyce who went off
at eighteen to live with j d salinger rona took time to blossom as a writer and editor in toronto
this book takes us through her career step by step including the miseries of being accused by her
son s teachers and her own mother of being a bad mother overly concerned with her own career rona
s strong direct style will ring true for every working woman through the magic of her writing she
gives a clear eyed and affectionate account of her relationship with a demanding loving mother i
said to my father you don t live here any more this is mother s house not yours it s time for you
to go my father cursed me he shook his fist then he left and never came back from my mother s
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daughter a story that lingers in the heart long after the last page is turned hope edelman
bestselling author of motherless daughters and the possibility of everything this provocative
poignant memoir of a daughter whose mother left her behind by choice begs the question are we
destined to make the same mistakes as our parents one summer melissa cistaro s mother drove off
without explanation devastated melissa and her brothers were left to pick up the pieces always
tormented by the thought why did their mother abandon them thirty five years later with children
of her own melissa finds herself in olympia washington as her mother is dying after decades of
hiding her painful memories she has just days to find out what happened that summer and confront
the fear she could do the same to her kids but melissa never expects to stumble across a cache of
letters her mother wrote to her but never sent which could hold the answers she seeks haunting
yet ultimately uplifting pieces of my mother chronicles one woman s quest to discover what drives
a mother to walk away from the children she loves alternating between melissa s tumultuous coming
of age and her mother s final days this captivating memoir reveals how our parents choices impact
our own and how we can survive those to forge our own paths
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"MAMA SOU"
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a story about a young girl of 17 her innocence and her leap into maturity by extremely painful
circumstances you will experience through the eyes of a young wife and mother the wonder beauty
and culture of a faraway exotic location the happiness and wonder she experienced while
discovering what she believed to be true love and all the agony of betrayal by the one person she
trusted the most redemption comes soon enough after having her young son taken away as a toddler
devastating pain brings her to a depression so deep that it takes years to recover her strength
of will is put through a test when the case crosses over the court systems from two countries the
united states and greece during this time she digs deep for strength she never imagined she had
to help her during her struggle to be reunited with him twelve and a half grueling years later
she is finally able to hug her son who is no longer a little boy but a young man searching for
answers about the mother he was told was dead

A Mother's Love
2012-03-07

sometimes a writer so perfectly captures the reality of our lives that we are given a new way of
seeing ourselves mary morris has accomplished this in a mother s love a novel about the solitary
moral courage of a woman raising a child alone ivy slovak is a jewelry designer and artist whose
days are absorbed by the struggle to make an unreliable paycheck cover the needs of her infant
son and whose nights are broken by the demands of her newborn child eager to rejoin the world she
sees outside her window ivy is haunted by the memory of her mother who abandoned he when she was
seven years old she recalls the years spent with her loving but itinerant father wandering the
desert hoping somehow to find the troubled beautiful woman who had left them both moving
seamlessly between ivy s colorful past in the gambling towns of the southwest and her difficult
present in new york city mary morris ponders through ivy how we learn to be mothers and
illustrates the resilience of all both men and women who raise children either on their own or
with a mate with quiet eloquence and deep compassion a mother s love speaks directly to our
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hearts at the same time it takes a serious look at the complex fabric of the american family and
returns mary morris to her deserved place as one of the foremost chroniclers of the secrets and
strengths of the human spirit

Mother of My Son
2013-05-24

college student amber swansen gives birth alone in desperation she abandons the newborn buries
her secret and attempts to get on with her life no matter how far she runs she can t escape the
guilt years later and still haunted by her past amber meets beth dilinger friendship blossoms
between the two women but beth s son is a constant painful reminder to amber of the child she
abandoned when heartache hits causing amber to grapple with the answers to life s deeper
questions beth stands by her side yet just when peace seems to be within amber s grasp the truth
of her past and the parentage of beth s son comes to light and threatens to shatter not only
their worlds but the life of the teenager they both love

S’Mother
2011-04-15

and you think your mom is too involved meet the mother of all mothers adam chester is the son of
a very loving mom who for almost 30 years has peppered his life with unsolicited advice news
updates and opinions in the form of thousands of inappropriate embarrassing and utterly crazy
letters s mother is a hilarious memoir based on this correspondence showing the pathological
extremes maternal instincts can take why is a grown woman so frantic that her adult son screw on
his windows to keep out killer bees and are adult trick or treaters really that much of a threat
adam saved his mom s letters as proof this all happened and reproduces many of them in the book
and now with time perspective and plenty of therapy he acknowledges and accepts the comedy of it
all and is proud to share his story with you if for no other reason than to make you feel better
about your own mother praise for s mother when your mother continues to advise you on everything
under the sun and then some more than thirty years after you ve flown the proverbial coop you re
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gonna feel a bit smothered when the advice comes in the form of letters that at best are
embarrassing and at worst downright insane well you ve either gotta capitalize on it or go insane
yourself thankfully the miami beach born adam chester chose the former and his book s mother
abrams image is a most peculiarly endearing way to celebrate mother s day nbc miami

Mother Is a Verb
2019-04-02

welcome to a work of history unlike any other mothering is as old as human existence but how has
this most essential experience changed over time and cultures what is the history of maternity
the history of pregnancy birth the encounter with an infant can one capture the historical trail
of mothers how in mother is a verb the historian sarah knott creates a genre all her own in order
to craft a new kind of historical interpretation blending memoir and history and building from
anecdote her book brings the past and the present viscerally alive it is at once intimate and
expansive lyrical and precise as a history mother is a verb draws on the terrain of britain and
north america from the seventeenth century to the close of the twentieth knott searches among a
range of past societies from those of cree and ojibwe women to tenant farmers in appalachia from
enslaved people on south carolina rice plantations to tenement dwellers in new york city and
london s east end she pores over diaries letters court records medical manuals items of clothing
and she explores and documents her own experiences as a memoir mother is a verb becomes a method
of asking new questions and probing lost pasts in order to historicize the smallest even the most
mundane of human experiences is there a history to interruption to the sound of an infant s cry
to sleeplessness knott finds answers not through the telling of grand narratives but through the
painstaking accumulation of a trellis of anecdotes and all the while we can feel the child on her
hip

The Mother's Legacy in Early Modern England
2013-05-28

using printed and manuscript texts composed between 1575 and 1672 jennifer heller defines the
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genre of the mother s legacy as a distinct branch of the advice tradition in early modern england
that takes the form of a dying mother s pious counsel to her children reading these texts in
light of specific cultural contexts social trends and historical events heller explores how
legacy writers used the genre to secure personal and family status to shape their children s
beliefs and behaviors and to intervene in the period s tumultuous religious and political debates
the author s attention to the fine details of the period s religious and political swings drawn
from sources such as royal proclamations sermons and first hand accounts of book burnings creates
a fuller context for her analysis of the legacies similarly heller explains the appeal of the
genre by connecting it to social factors including mortality rates and inheritance practices
analyses of related genres such as conduct books and fathers legacies highlight the unique
features and functions of mothers legacies heller also attends to the personal side of the genre
demonstrating that a writer s education marriages children and turns of fortune affect her work
within the genre

Mother
1996-05

mary higgins clark amy tan joyce carol oates and maya angelou are among the gifted writers who
share their personal reflections on mother in this exceptiolnal collection of fiction essays and
poetry from a woman s choice to become a mother to the inner workings of a mother s relationship
with her children the full cycle of motherhood is brought to life in these touching works

Who is My MOTHER?
2021-05-28

this is a story of an ordinary family living an ordinary life when suddenly one summer a
beautiful little girl appears on their doorstep a beautiful little girl who as it turns out
nobody wants it is the story of what happens when this ordinary family decides to do something
about the situation it is the story of a five year human drama full of shock outrage turmoil
anxiety heartbreak and above all the enduring power of love
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Mother to Mother
2022-08-23

a searing novel told in letter form that explores the south african legacy of apartheid through
the lens of a woman whose black son has just murdered a white woman mother to mother is a novel
with depth at once an emotional plea for compassion and understanding and a sharp look at the
impacts of colonialism and apartheid on south african families inspired by the true story of
fulbright scholar amy biehl s murder the book takes the form of a letter to the victim s mother
the murderer s mother mandisa speaks of a life marked by oppression and injustice through her
writing mandisa reveals a colonized society that not only allowed but perpetuated violence
against women and impoverished black south africans under the reign of apartheid this book is not
an apology for the murder but rather something more it seeks to connect through empathy and
storytelling one pained mother with another who is grief stricken and in mourning a beautifully
written exploration of the society that bred such violence mother to mother will resonate with
readers interested in understanding and ending racial injustice as well as the lasting colonial
foundations of oppression

Motherhood and Feminism
2010-05-04

how does feminism relate to motherhood how has it changed over time and what does the future of
motherhood and feminism look like these are just some of the questions amber e kinser phd tackles
in this latest addition to the seal studies series motherhood and feminism examines the role of
feminism within motherhood a topic that has garnered a lot of attention lately as society shifts
to adapt to new definitions of these roles and offers insight into the core questions of
motherhood what it means to be a good mother what role mothers play in the family and in society
and how motherhood has been redefined throughout time kinser also speculates on the future
directions of feminism focusing on the expansion of contemporary mother activism that has
occurred in the last 15 years and emphasizing the need for that expansion to continue and
examines how the changing world of motherhood fits into feminist activism
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Mother of My Mother
2009-10-07

in her acclaimed new york times bestseller motherless daughters hope edelman explored the
profound and lasting effects of mother loss as well as her own search for healing now in her
compelling new work edelman explores another complex life changing relationship the intricate
bond between generations drawing from her own experience and the recollections of over seventy
other granddaughters edelman explores the three generation triangle from which women develop
their female identities the grandmother mother daughter relationship with eloquent personal
testimony she demonstrates the vital roles grandmothers have played in their granddaughters lives
as a source of unconditional love family values and traditions and backup parent the ultimate
safety net here are grandmothers in all their glory the benevolent manipulator whose love for her
family is matched only by her desire for control the gentle giant awesome respected who possesses
a quiet behind the scenes power the autocrat who rules her extended family like a despot the
kinkeeper the family hub who offers a sense of cohesion to the extended clan with insight and
compassion edelman probes this unique and emotionally charged relationship in a book that is a
true celebration of an extraordinary bond and a must read for every woman

The Story of Mother Machree
2011-10-01

a child is gravely ill and his mother has already spent three nights at his bedside then a
strange man knocks on the door and she bids him enter to shelter from the cold but it was death
himself at the door and he made the most of the mother falling asleep to steal her son so she
decided to go after him hans christian andersen 1805 1875 was a danish author poet and artist
celebrated for children s literature his most cherished fairy tales include the emperor s new
clothes the little mermaid the nightingale the steadfast tin soldier the snow queen the ugly
duckling and the little match girl his books have been translated into every living language and
today there is no child or adult that has not met andersen s whimsical characters his fairy tales
have been adapted to stage and screen countless times most notably by disney with the animated
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films the little mermaid in 1989 and frozen which is loosely based on the snow queen in 2013
thanks to andersen s contribution to children s literature his birth date april 2 is celebrated
as international children s book day

The Story of a Mother
2020-06-26

a mother struggles with the aftermath of a criminal accusation against her teenage son

Mother's Assistant and Young Lady's Friend
1841

the magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives

Mother of the Accused
2021-03-25

mama didn t raise this woman is the story of a girl finding her way throughout various stages of
her life with an emotionally and physically absent mother in a time when the absentee father
epidemic served as the blame for society s woes naja consistently wondered why she felt rejected
considering she was not among the popular statistic as she aged naja learned more about why her
mother could not love her as she needed yet she never resolved why she was required to do without
the one person she believed could redeem her after years of questioning her place in a world
where her own mother rejected her naja learns that her testimony will help other motherless
children navigate through life knowing that they do indeed belong
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Working Mother
1994-01

the magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives

Mama Didn't Raise This Woman
2019-06-21

one of the best books of the year elle harper s bazaar vulture this uncompromising look at the
immigrant experience and the depravity of one man is an electrifying page turner rooted in a
magical reality impossible to stop reading vulture when lucien flees haiti with his wife marie
ange and their three children to new york city s south ozone park he does so hoping for
reinvention wealth and comfort he buys a run down house in a quickly changing community and
begins life anew lucien and marie ange call their home la kay my mother s house and it becomes a
place where their fellow immigrants can find peace a good meal and necessary legal help but as a
severely emotionally damaged man emigrating from a country whose evils he knows to one whose
evils he doesn t lucien soon falls into his worst habits and impulses with la kay as the backdrop
for his lasciviousness what he can t begin to fathom is that the house is watching passing
judgment and deciding to put an end to all the sins it has been made to hold but only after it
has set itself aflame will frightened whispers reveal lucien s ultimate evil

The Atlantic Monthly
1880

the word mother conjures up images of love caring and giving she s the center of the family a
cherished role model for us all now three gifted arabesque authors francine craft bette ford and
mildred e riley show us the power of a mother s love and a mother in love in three stories to
lift the heart and thrill the soul
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Working Mother
2002-10

this is the story of a journey to southern california home of the american dream in search of
fame and fortune an australian couple of mixed german chinese origin with their six year old son
maximilian leave their settled life in sydney to move to california the boy s mandarin name is
xiaolong meaning little dragon and the dream of his mother is that he will one day become the
number one golf player in the world she has contacted tiger woods first professional coach who is
supposed to take the boy under his wings and she is determined to make her dream come true the
book follows maximilian s exposure to playing junior gold the highlights and pitfalls along with
the emotional ups and downs of children involved in competitive sport and their parents sometimes
conflicting and contradictory expectations culminating in an account of maximilian competing at
the junior world championship in san diego but the dragon mother s dream is more than a book
about golf part travelogue and part parenting memoir it is a journal about living in one of the
most privileged places in california it documents the everyday realities and idiosyncracies of
the contemporary american way of life recorded with great precision and attention to detail by an
australian writer of european roots and sometimes satirical often ironic sensibilities at the end
of the book the mother s dream takes an unexpected twist

My Mother's House
2020-05-12

the magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives

A Mother's Love
1996

when star of bravo s the real housewives of potomac dr wendy osefo was growing up her mother was
her everything but when she became a mother herself everything changed in this exquisitely drawn
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portrait of the intense bond that only a mother can have with a daughter katie haufner author of
mother daughter me wendy explores how her nigerian upbringing has affected her life her success
and her role as a parent wendy osefo s mother iyom susan okuzu arrived in the united states from
nigeria with two things a single suitcase and the fierce determination to make a better life for
herself and her future family and she succeeded starting out working in a fast food restaurant
and ultimately becoming the director of nursing at a major metropolitan hospital while susan may
have taken pride in triumphing over every financial and emotional challenge in nigerian culture a
parent is only as successful as his or her children and so her daughter with gratitude and
appreciation for her mother s sacrifices worked hard to meet every demand susan made of her with
four advanced degrees and a position at johns hopkins university as a professor as well as being
a highly sought after political commentator a cherished wife and a loving mother of three dr
wendy has given her mother bragging rights for life but at what cost to herself in tears of my
mother the star of the real housewives of potomac describes growing up as a first generation
american balancing two distinct cultures and she takes a critical look at the paradox of her
mother s parenting approval conditioned by achievement as a teenager wendy struggled to carve out
her own identity while still walking the narrow path of her mother s expectations unwavering
family loyalty and obedience gave wendy the road map to making it in america but it also drove a
wedge between mother and daughter never more so than when she began to build her own family a
love letter to dr osefo s mother and first generation immigrants all across america library
journal this book is for anyone who has faced conflict in the mother daughter relationship or
wondered how much of their own upbringing they want to pass on to the next generation

The Dragon Mother's Dream
2018-10-01

a pathological liar a murder a child rad a ghosting a psychopath murdered his young wife to avoid
the mess of a divorce to make a clean break he left a child in the wake broken and in danger of
violence at the hands of those who believed the lies of the boy s narcissistic father miles away
in alaska a young lawyer adopted her second child with her new husband their son sam was the
three year old child of that murderer of mexican american descent and an unsuspecting japanese
mistress he desperately needed a new family far away from the lurid scandal that was rocking the
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state of new mexico over the next fifteen years sam s thirteenth mother slowly frighteningly came
to realize the damage sam s first three years caused him at eighteen years of age he walked out
he walked away from his younger brother who adored him from his sister who antagonized him from
his mother who desperately loved him mommy no 13 explores the development of sam s childhood in
the last frontier and of his decision to leave it all behind

Working Mother
1999-04

the international bestseller beautifully penned story on the harshness of life and how hope
survives sun absorbing marsh writes with a novelistic flair daily mail from the grimy streets of
acton and notting hill to the bright lights of the west end sunday times bestselling author beezy
marsh s all my mother s secrets is a powerful uplifting story of a young woman s struggle to come
to terms with her family s tragic past annie austin s childhood ends at the age of twelve when
she joins her mother in one of the slum laundries of acton working long hours for little pay what
spare time she has is spent looking after her younger brother george and her two stepsisters
under the glowering eye of her stepfather bill in london between the wars a girl like annie has
few choices in life but a powerful secret will change her destiny all annie knows about her real
father is that he died in the great war and as the years pass she is haunted by the pain of
losing him her downtrodden mother won t tell her more and annie s attempts to uncover the truth
threaten to destroy her family distraught she runs away to covent garden but can she survive on
her own and find the love which has eluded her so far

Tears of My Mother
2023-05-23

motherhood is full of uncertainty what do my children really need why are they doing that is this
normal what can i do to help them how can i know for certain that i am doing this right the
logistics are easy anybody can do laundry and carpool but what makes a mother the best mom she
can be it s not better scheduling or more activities or less it is passion the passion to teach
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protect study and prepare her children for the future great but how susan merrill the mother of
five incredibly different children has asked that question countless times and she has read
countless answers specific to a certain child s temperament age or situation but nothing she read
offered an overall approach to parenting that would enable her to say with confidence i am doing
this right she never guessed she would find a foundational plan a reliable universal parenting
approach in the old testament book of nehemiah in the passionate mom susan takes you on a journey
through nehemiah and into the heart of parenting her stories and confessions in every chapter
reveal what she has learned no mom can control her child s future but every mom can parent well
there is a plan a roadmap for how a passionate mom can parent almost any child confidently this
book reaches mothers like me at both the heart level and the head level showing us how to guide
our children passionately and practically shaunti feldhahn social researcher national speaker and
best selling author of for women only being a mother is the greatest joy of my life my friend
susan merrill regularly inspires me in my role as a mother in her book she will inspire you
denise jonas mother of kevin joe nick and frankie jonas every mother s goal is to see her
children fully blossom in the passionate mom susan merrill not only outlines the qualities women
need to be successful moms but also lays out a practical biblical plan to help develop those
qualities she provides sound advice to help in the difficult task of raising children lauren and
tony dungy

Mommy No. 13
2021-02-04

new york times bestseller a moving memoir about the legendary author s relationship with her own
mother emma watson s our shared shelf book club pick the story of maya angelou s extraordinary
life has been chronicled in her multiple bestselling autobiographies but now at last the
legendary author shares the deepest personal story of her life her relationship with her mother
for the first time angelou reveals the triumphs and struggles of being the daughter of vivian
baxter an indomitable spirit whose petite size belied her larger than life presence a presence
absent during much of angelou s early life when her marriage began to crumble vivian famously
sent three year old maya and her older brother away from their california home to live with their
grandmother in stamps arkansas the subsequent feelings of abandonment stayed with angelou for
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years but their reunion a decade later began a story that has never before been told in mom me
mom angelou dramatizes her years reconciling with the mother she preferred to simply call lady
revealing the profound moments that shifted the balance of love and respect between them delving
into one of her life s most rich rewarding and fraught relationships mom me mom explores the
healing and love that evolved between the two women over the course of their lives the love that
fostered maya angelou s rise from immeasurable depths to reach impossible heights praise for mom
me mom mom me mom is delivered with angelou s trademark good humor and fierce optimism if any
resentments linger between these lines if lives are partially revealed without all the bitter
details exposed well that is part of angelou s forgiving design as an account of reconciliation
this little book is just revealing enough and pretty irresistible the washington post moving a
remarkable portrait of two courageous souls people the latest and most potent of her serial
autobiographies a tough minded tenderhearted addition to angelou s spectacular canon elle
mesmerizing angelou has a way with words that can still dazzle us and with her mother as a
subject angelou has a near perfect muse and mystery woman essence

All My Mother's Secrets
2018-08-09

mother wit by malaika b horne phd this book describes in a vivid and poignant manner the
remarkable ability of a mid twentieth century black woman living under conditions of apartheid as
practiced in the united states to overcome harsh and even grotesque societal obstacles and
succeed in rearing six children that each of them went on to excel in their chosen fields is
worthy of serious contemplation in addition the reader is provided insight and illumination on
still taboo topics such as colorism and intra group violence that engender and nourish self hate
among many in the african american community moreover the author s penchant for candor is coupled
with a constructive theme of hope and faith in the future william m harvey phd psychologist this
is not just an evocative at times heart rending portrait of an african american mother but as
well a colorful depiction of a mississippi cum st louis family grappling with jim crow in well
written prose worthy of a cinema production this book is an instant classic meriting a place on
the top shelf alongside toni morrison alice walker and richard wright gerald charles horne phd
university of houston a moving tribute to a devoted mother whose determination dedication and
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strong character allowed her family to breach barriers of race class and economic want to achieve
measurable success dr horne s story of a loving mother with a keen intelligence who sacrificed
all for her children is touching inspiring and above all instructive gwen moore curator missouri
history museum mother wit is a love letter first to horne s visionary mother flora and then to
the story of imperfect people making their way together in an even more horribly imperfect world
this is a story of color of cruelty of family and of coming to understand horne has written the
kind of family history that tells the reader much more than the surface of the story the lives of
her characters family members across several generations are built upon the context of racism and
all the byproducts thereof reading their stories and seeing the strength of flora and the
children she raised is testament to tenacity and hope faith sandler executive director
scholarship foundation of st louis blessed is the mother who inspires her children to have
aspirations and shows them the necessary steps to take to make those aspirations a reality
malaika b horne writes with a captivating style about such a mother detailing the complex journey
to attain seemingly simple goals with clarity and forthrightness blanche m touhill phd chancellor
emerita university of missouri st louis

Mother of Pearl
1993

they say little girls are made of sugar and spice and everything nice that innocent baby in the
cot will one day become a sister a mother a wife a daughter in law a girl s first and sometimes
final teacher is her mother from first steps to first kiss marriage to motherhood mothers are the
coach and counsellor in every girl s life in this collection curated by veteran editor and writer
theresa tan mothers write letters to their daughters who may one day become mothers themselves at
times hilarious mostly brutally honest these are no holds barred one sided conversations between
moms and their girls values to impart mistakes to learn from wisdom to pass on confessions to
make gratitude to express these letters will make you laugh weep and hug your child includes
notes on lipstick and taking care of your body how to survive marriage and divorce stupid things
never to do making hard decisions living life with passion raising children and caring for aging
parents carrying on family traditions focusing on what truly matters in life contributors include
adlena oh wong amy poon ng choong san cynthia chew dawn lee dawn sim janet goh jennifer heng
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jenny wee kalthum ahmad karen tan landy chua moosa loretta urquhart paige parker petrina kow
sangeeta mulchand shaan moledina lim chiong xiao ting lin xiuzhen yen chua and zalina gazali

The Passionate Mom
2013-04-15

the magazine that helps career moms balance their personal and professional lives

Mom & Me & Mom
2013-04-02

motherhood has changed today social lifestyle economic shifts have fractured the norms of
marriage maternity which governed the lives of generations of women at the same time mothering
itself has become more complex more guilt ridden more problematic than ever mothers are
scapegoats for everything from educational failure to wider social ills however despite
irrevocable changes to the working family lives of millions of women attitudes have not changed
the archetype of the perfect mother permeates every aspect of family life from the division of
labor at home to employment practices family policy the law here is a new approach to raising
children one where the needs of mothers fathers children are not in conflict

Mother Wit
2018-01-16

a child of the blitz rose s youngest days are shaped by iconic experiences of wartime and post
war britain evacuation grinding poverty and seemingly endless years of rationing but she also
faces other more unconventional challenges in the form of her eccentric and unpredictable family
as rose enters her teenage years there are other even darker clouds on the horizon her blossoming
body and good looks attract the attention of older men and she is prematurely drawn into a
painful world of sexual betrayal heartache and bureaucratic cruelty as her father is constantly
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reminding her no good will ever come of her

A Mother's Love (The Love of a Non-Biological Mother)
2010-12-16

mother jones is an award winning national magazine widely respected for its groundbreaking
investigative reporting and coverage of sustainability and environmental issues

Letter to My Daughter: Words of wisdom, advice and lessons on
life from parents
2020-10-15

wrenching in its detail this is a true account of a mother s life turned upside down when her son
is accused of murder and the fatherly abuse that led up to this tragedy she takes you on her
journey through a childhood filled with hardships and abuse throughout it all you can feel the
mother s strength and faith shinning through in the worst of moments written in a simple way that
is true to the authors feelings this is a story that will captivate you make you laugh cry and
while there is no rainbow in the end the message of faith is worth the experience from the author
i pray all who reads my story will love like never before and appreciate the things that mean the
most to you so grab your kids husband or whatever it is you love and do it in an extra special
way from now on and when you do loose all you had and loved you can say you did all you could and
life won t be so hard on you

Working Mother
2004-09

personal memories of the sort her chatelaine readers adored a remarkable life story seen through
the window of her relationship with her mother every woman s relationship with her mother is
special yet everyone will recognize some parts of another woman s story especially if it is told
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as honestly and as sensitively as rona maynard tells it here as a little girl maynard soon came
to see that her family was not an ordinary one her father max was an artist and an alcoholic her
mother was fredelle maynard a brilliant academic who could not get a teaching job because she was
a woman instead she became a writer the author of raisins and almonds and above all a driving
loving ambitious overpowering mother in her shadow and that of younger sister joyce who went off
at eighteen to live with j d salinger rona took time to blossom as a writer and editor in toronto
this book takes us through her career step by step including the miseries of being accused by her
son s teachers and her own mother of being a bad mother overly concerned with her own career rona
s strong direct style will ring true for every working woman through the magic of her writing she
gives a clear eyed and affectionate account of her relationship with a demanding loving mother i
said to my father you don t live here any more this is mother s house not yours it s time for you
to go my father cursed me he shook his fist then he left and never came back from my mother s
daughter

Mother of All Myths
2004-11

a story that lingers in the heart long after the last page is turned hope edelman bestselling
author of motherless daughters and the possibility of everything this provocative poignant memoir
of a daughter whose mother left her behind by choice begs the question are we destined to make
the same mistakes as our parents one summer melissa cistaro s mother drove off without
explanation devastated melissa and her brothers were left to pick up the pieces always tormented
by the thought why did their mother abandon them thirty five years later with children of her own
melissa finds herself in olympia washington as her mother is dying after decades of hiding her
painful memories she has just days to find out what happened that summer and confront the fear
she could do the same to her kids but melissa never expects to stumble across a cache of letters
her mother wrote to her but never sent which could hold the answers she seeks haunting yet
ultimately uplifting pieces of my mother chronicles one woman s quest to discover what drives a
mother to walk away from the children she loves alternating between melissa s tumultuous coming
of age and her mother s final days this captivating memoir reveals how our parents choices impact
our own and how we can survive those to forge our own paths
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